
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We share a walk of living faith. Last week, we geared up for our pilgrim journey to 

God’s Promised Land of abundant life. We clothe ourselves with compassion, 

kindness, and humility, quiet strength and patient discipline, forbearance and 

forgiveness, and gratitude in all things. We don’t always do what we know is good. 

Sin is real. Still, we affirm most truly deep inside: we’re not condemned, to be 

scorned. We’re holy, beloved of God, bearers of divine grace, to spread in and 

beyond all social categories, assumptions, false divisions. Now as we get ready to 

set out, we look for the path. In many ways, we see our world filled with goodness 

and beauty. Yet, sin also infests society. We face times and places where, beyond 

personal choices, life together lacks the loving balance, shared resources, wise 

decisions to help all people live fully as God desires.  

 

That’s what the Exodus story is about. Hebrews escape slavery in Egypt. Now they 

wander in the wilderness, on their way to the Promised Land. Moses led them 

through desert wastelands. Now it seems he’s deserted them, up Mt. Sinai with no 

word from on high. Where do they go, what do they do? Their need for hope, 

purpose, connection, satisfaction in life—their religious fire fuels anxiety burning 

hot enough to mold a golden calf. Scholars tells us: Ancient Near Eastern peoples 

crafted such statues as an earthly throne or seat for their god’s presence.i Like the 

Ark of the Covenant, Hebrews built to carry the stone tablets of commandments.  
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For Jews and Christians, like many African-Americans, the Exodus journey captures 

human experience. Maybe we too can recall being in a wilderness, longing for home 

that is abundant life in fullness of peace. In a wilderness of illness, tragedy, poverty, 

unfairness, connection with God can seem gone … like Moses up a mountain. 

We’re abandoned amid a barren landscape looking for the way to run, or just take 

the next small step.  In the wilderness we’re anxious, frustrated, afraid. In the 

wilderness we ask: why? what now? In the wilderness, when Moses left, the people 

created another path in their religious need for connection and inspiration.  

 

Friends, amid whatever we face in our lives and society, we all try to make sense, 

find meaning, purpose, and direction. David Zahl explores the current landscape of 

our culture in his book Seculosity. How religious practices can fade and morph into 

other priorities and patterns of living—busyness and romance, parenting and 

technology, work and leisure, politics and more. Zahl stresses none of these are 

innately bad. All can have goodness. Yet as shared religion declines, then like a 

golden calf cast in the wilderness, new devotions and frames for our decisions shape 

us and society, intentionally or not.ii Inevitably if they replace Holy Love in our 

hearts, then our human tendencies can have wider consequences.  

 

Our tendencies to sin—to be selfish, insensitive, unintentionally ignorant, or 

purposely mean—can join with power and privilege in our relationships and 

responsibility. At work. In other systems of society. Then, when unchecked, harm 

spreads in community and all creation. At worst, demonic powers can grip us and 

twist otherwise good, beautiful, meaningful life together. That’s what Moses found 

when he came down. 

 

As the story goes, Moses carries two tablets of stone. The Bible left out his extreme 

body-building workouts up on the mountain! This is Moses like Dwayne “the Rock” 

Johnson! Or more like strength on the inside, this is Rosa Parks before she parked 



herself on a bus. This our grandmother or uncle, or a friend in the pew next to you. 

The Ten Commandments / the Law tablets try to get us to work out life together as 

strong, stable, enduring as stone. To guide relations, to organize society, to order our 

world with Holy Love. To provide a path when we leave the wilderness and near the 

Promised Land. But the stone tablets don’t last long when Moses gets down the 

mountain. Good news is that the Ten Commandments are given a second time. In 

God’s mercy, the Hebrews get a do-over. And the rest of scripture tells how people 

try to find God’s path, reach the Promised Land, then lose their way again. They get 

conquered, exiled as slaves again, come home again, then start looking for a 

Messiah to “fulfill the Law”, as Jesus says.  

 

And that’s the core message Matthew tries to make sense of in his gospel.  

He writes primarily to Jews. He wants them to believe Jesus embodies God’s grace, 

he lives the hopeful meaning, prophetic purpose, the sacred direction they expect to 

find. Matthew chronicles Jesus’ birth connection to the ancient Hebrews and 

Israelites. Jesus flees into and out of Egypt like Moses. He calls his first followers 

and crowds gather for this new Moses to lead them on a new Exodus. So Jesus goes 

up a mountain. And in his first big lesson, he lays out a new edition of God’s Law of 

love. No “thou shalts.” Rather about the same number of blessings. Jesus says: 

blessed are the humble, those who lament and hunger for the righteous way of God 

in our world. Blessed are the merciful, those whose hearts purely center in God, 

peacemakers, and those who persist amid persecution and situations when the world 

is not as God wants it to be. 

 

Rejoice and be glad, Jesus urges. You see, friends, Jesus’ blessings are not 

imperatives to gain reward—do this to get God’s love and make a yellow brick road 

of faith magically appear. No, Jesus says, we’re already blessed even in hard times. 

Gratefully give our hearts to that blessed belovedness, to that Holy Grace whose 

power is greater than all others. Give our hearts and follow the path we find already 



clear. Give our hearts and our feet will know where to go. Rejoice and be glad! I 

can’t wait to sing it in a minute. I want it to get stuck in our hearts like the tune in 

our minds!  

 

And let’s get practical. That’s what Jesus reminds we must do. Make it real—go the 

narrow way, bear good fruit, build our house our lives upon the rock of our 

salvation. It’s not hard to imagine how shocking Jesus’ blessing would be in ancient 

Rome. How countercultural, how counter-seculosity, this proclamation of life’s 

meaning and purpose still can seem for us today. To really get this sermon, friends, 

see that in and beyond personal piety and morality, Jesus inevitably moves us to 

ethics, to living faith. He creates a foundation for society to thrive. The Beatitudes 

are a like a Preamble or Bill of Rights for the full Constitution that follows. This is 

how to live with God, Jesus says … and shows. This is the path. Often not a wide 

paved road, more like a rocky trail through encroaching shrubs in mountain 

wilderness with the Holy City dimly on the horizon. Still, this is the route to the 

eternal narrow gate through which we pilgrims will pass. 

 

All geared up, clothed with love, we set out. We look for a path toward God’s 

Promised Life in our land, in our city, in our responsibilities and possibilities. In 

Spain, as I found my way each day, I had elevation maps on my stamping passports, 

apps on my phone, descriptive itineraries for stages ahead, and always what I 

observe in the surrounding landscape when I open my eyes.  

 

So, what do we have to help us find the path through our wilderness ahead? To help 

us live God’s Law of love? We open the eyes of our hearts to know our cultural 

surroundings, the landscape of our relationships and desires. And our Book of 

Order, the Constitution of our Church says inevitably we will have times when we 

of good faith and character will disagree on the way forward for our community. As 

we try to live together in the unity of God’s power and purpose, we keep listening to 



one another. We pray without ceasing, seeking the Spirit’s guidance through mutual 

forbearance. And we will know we’re being faithful, we’re following God’s way by 

the fruits of our decisions—by how much goodness of life our actions create or not.  

 

Seems pretty clear, simple, rational. Except we know in practical application, it gets 

complicated. So here’s one more theological map handed on from our ancestors to 

pull out for reference; one more app of faith to download into our hearts and minds. 

And first, let’s be clear. We’re not talking about any one particular question before 

our congregation, or issue in our nation, or concern in our world society. We’re not 

trying to advocate in some veiled way for a one partisan position on guns or 

abortion, on trade or immigration, on opioids or education, on tax reform or job 

creation, on health care or climate change. We are centering on a truth and lifting up 

a guide that can be applied to every situation.  

 

People in our Reformed tradition call it “Three Uses of the Law”—like the Hebrew 

Ten Commandments plus 650 others, or like Jesus’ Beatitudes implemented. I like 

to think of it as three steps on God’s Way of Love. Maybe today, three signposts 

aiding our search through confusion, conflict, sin in society to find God’s path of 

grace and peace that leads to the Promised Land. As grace springs from the ground 

and hope leans down from heaven … 

 

First, we name what is right and wrong. We identify good and bad. We perceive 

what God wants and what God doesn’t. Now, we won’t always immediately agree, 

so we keep singing: “Lord, speak to me that I may speak.” And with humble 

confidence, with confident humility we keep seeking alternative perspectives. 

 

Next, we restrain harm from happening. We inhibit abuse. We prevent how people 

and creation might get hurt. This is where parental discipline flows—“don’t touch 



that stove!” And this is where use of force in society—police or military comes into 

our thinking and acting.  

 

Finally, we claim what brings abundant life. We nurture, teach, encourage, support 

one another so we can cultivate love for God and neighbor. We grow in service to 

Christ as we promote life the way God intends all people and creation to flourish 

fully.  

 

We can use these three steps as a personal meditation. Name, restrain, claim. We 

can use them as a frame for conversation. Perceive, prevent, promote. I hope we can 

see and know that in this process is the power of resurrection, the promise of new 

life together, which pulses at the heart of our faith. 

 

These past two weeks, we explored human nature and culture. As we walk a little 

further next week we’ll talk more about God. Who exactly is the Holy One to whom 

we give our lives, whose love fills us? For now, let us end with a holy promise 

Jeremiah offers his beloved people in their hard wilderness. The days are coming, he 

says, when God will make a new covenant. Not like when the people left Egypt—

the one they broke. The Spirit will put the divine law of love within them and write 

it on their hearts.  

 

And dear friends, we’ve felt that Spirt help us here in this church to name what’s 

right, restrain what’s wrong, and claim and nurture how to live into what’s good as 

God wants. That Spirit of gentleness blows through our wildernesses—to help us 

receive comfort in our time of need and open our hearts to others. To call us home 

here as beloved when we’ve felt lost or abandoned, and send us to visit others who 

don’t get here from home much anymore. A spirit of gentleness to help listen and 

care when some conflict or perception seems to divide. To guide our next step 

together considering many voices, concerns and visions, even when our final 



destination remains unknown. That Spirit of restlessness stirs us from placidness to 

volunteer at Edison, and tutor right here. To serve at CtV and at Ministry. To play 

Bingo, build Habitat homes, to bear witness to Holy Love in all the ways we engage 

our world. The Spirit of restlessness inspires us to stock shelves at Loaves and 

Fishes, and bees, clean water and schools in Ghana. To give children there 

scholarships for a next step in life and children here a Head Start.  

 

Rejoice and be glad, Jesus says! More than a magical yellow-brick road or a golden 

calf, follow the golden rule of these three steps in Holy Love, and we will find a 

path to that narrow gate of goodness, God promises for us! 

 

Thanks be to God. Amen.  

 

 

                                                 
i Robert Alter, The Hebrew Bible, volume one (New York: W.W. Norton and Co, 2019), 339.  
ii See David Zahl, Seculosity: How Career, Parenting, Technology, Food, Politics, and 

Romance Became Our New Religion and What to Do About It (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 

2019). 


